Answering the dinner bell

When working to create the ideal galley, Newmar consulted with the experts: People who use them. The years they’ve spent traveling and living in RVs makes these folks the best resource there is. They asked for elements that stand up to the test of time and use, a design with plentiful storage and counter space, a beautiful and comfortable ambience – and Newmar answered.

That’s why Kountry Aire’s kitchen is supremely functional, with the right kind of storage… the right arrangement of cabinets and appliances… exactly what you need to make cooking a joy.

Kountry Aire: Luxury on wheels. You’ll hardly know it’s there when you’re on the road thanks to its uncomparably smooth towing, but once you arrive at your destination, it’ll be the center of your universe. Ultralux leather furniture will keep you ultra-comfortable while you rest after your adventures or entertain friends you meet along the way. Laminate plank flooring is easy to clean and maintain, staying beautiful through years of high-traffic use. Raised-panel hardwood cabinetry is hand-crafted by Newmar’s carpentry artisans.

After communing with the great outdoors, connect with the rest of the world using the surround-sound entertainment system, satellite dish prep, cable TV connection, or roof-mounted digital TV antenna with power booster.
People who appreciate the value of family and neighbors. The farming community of Nappanee, Indiana is home to the Miller family, the owners of Newmar, who strive for faithfulness to the tenets established by its founders in 1968—things like a strong sense of community, forgiveness and fairness, honesty and integrity, and peace with one’s neighbors. When working with a company based on these Christian principles, it shows in how they do business and how they build their products. The Millers invite you to visit and see for yourself just how much the Newmar family loves building quality RVs for people who love the RV lifestyle.
A. Aerodynamic Galvanized Fiberglass End Caps
B. Galvanized Exterior Sidewall
C. Dark Tinted Safety Glass
D. Dual Battery Box
E. Molded Lower Sidewall Skirting and Gooseneck
F. Power Front Jacks
G. Pass-Through SuperStorage™
H. 12" I-Beam Custom-Built Frame
I. Sliding Porch
J. Full Height Frame Outriggers
K. Dual Tandem Tires and Rims
L. MORryde® Suspension
M. Radius Aluminum Roof Whips
N. 15,000 BTU Total Comfort™

Ducted Air Conditioning
O. 16" O.C. Aluminum Framing with C-Channels
P. BritaTEK™ Roof
Q. Walkable Roof Decking
R. 16" O.C. Aluminum Roof Rails
S. Side Awnings

Your Kountry Aire fifth wheel reflects Newmar's long history of product innovation and industry "firsts." You can depend on the exacting standards and meticulous care by which this fifth wheel is built. It's a showcase for Newmar excellence.

Newmar Express Limited Warranty

As proof of our commitment to you, we at Newmar back every Kountry Aire fifth wheel with our industry-leading, one-year Newmar Express Limited Warranty. Ask your dealer for details.

The Limited Five-Year Structural Warranty

If any part of your Newmar recreational vehicle superstructure (which is the steel/aluminum structure of the sidewall, roof or frame) fails to perform properly within five years, from the date of purchase, due to faulty workmanship or material supplied by Newmar, it will be repaired without charge for either parts or labor by Newmar. This structural warranty is available only to the original purchaser and is non-transferable.
Optional Features

EXTERIOR
- Full Painted Graphics with Diamond Front Protective Film
- Air Conditioning & Heating
  - 15M Brisk Air Central Air Conditioner
  - 15M Penguin Central Air Conditioner
  - 15M Penguin Central Air Conditioner with Heat Pump
  - 13.5M Penguin Central Air Conditioner
  - 13.5M Penguin Central Air Conditioner with Heat Pump
- Wire and Brace for Second Air Conditioner in Backyard
- Two 40 lb. Propane Bottles

APPLIANCES & ACCESSORIES
- Optional to add a Refrigerator
- Optional 12 cu. ft. Four-Door Refrigerator
- Optional 12 cu. ft. Four-Door Refrigerator with the Rink and Water Dispenser
- Three-Burner Recessed Cooktop with Drawers Below
- Central Vacuum with Deluxe Tool Kit

INTERIOR FEATURES
- Ceramic Tile Floor in Kitchen, Living Room and Bedroom
- Hardwood Raised-Panel Refrigerator
- Gelcoated Fiberglass End Caps
- Two 40 lb. Propane Bottles with Auto Changeover and Gen Prep
- One-Piece Washer/Dryer
- Three-Door Refrigerator with Dispenser
- Electric Over Hydraulic Disc Brakes

TOOWABLE CHASSIS FEATURES
- Three-Burner Non-Adjustable Lift 30" MCR/bbsey-Rubber Pin Box
- Rear 12V Power Tent Stabilizer Jacks
- Rear 12V Power Tent Stabilizer Jacks
- Electric Over Hydraulic Disc Breaks

WINDOWS, AWNINGS & VENTS
- Tinted Safety-Glass Windows
- Skylight in Bathroom

CHASSIS FEATURES
- Shuck Wacobies
- Dual Wheels
- Recessed Spare Tire with Lift Kit
- MOR/Ryder RS Suspension
- Extended Pin Box
- Stainless Steel Wheel Simulators
- Dual Motor Power Front Jacks

PLUMBING & BATH FEATURES
- Demand Water System
- Bath Accessories: Toilet Paper Holder, Two Side Hooks and Towel Bar
- Fiberglass Shower with Glass Enclosure
- Monitor Panel
- Sewage Holding Tank Riser
- Sewage Hose Storage Tray
- Therma® Aqua Magic Style® Toilet with Spray Attachment
- Water Filter for Entry Unit
- Water Heater Bypass
- 15’ Quick-Connect Style Hose and Sprayer in Pass-Through Storage

CONSTRUCTION FEATURES
- 12” I-beam Frame
- BriteTEK™ Roof with Walkable Decking and Radius Aluminum Roof Wrap
- 5/8” Bandflap Insulation Laminated in Sidewalls
- Aluminum Framed Sidewalls, Roof, Front and Rear on 16”, Centers
- Geolocked Exterior Sidewalls
- Geolocked Fiberglass End Caps
- Enchanted Underbody with Fiberglass Insulation and Aluminum Laminated to 5/8” Foam
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